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Northwoods Restaurant Training                                     

Bussing 

Introduction 

 The buss persons roll in the operation of Northwoods is multifaceted. It goes well be-

yond simply clearing and wiping tables. Often times the buss person is the “go to guy” for any 

number of tasks that need attention.  Furthermore, the demands placed on the bus person 

may come from a number of different sources. Manager, waitress, bartender, you name it.  It 

is very important for the buss person to be efficient and systematic to be able to carry out the 

varying demands of the job. 

  

 On the following pages, we are going to explain the “Best Practices” for the buss person 

to use when addressing the tasks at hand on their shifts.  

 We are going to explain what the expectations of the manager are and offer methods 

and techniques that allow those expectations to be met efficiently and consistently. 

 We are going to talk about “Time Management” and how that relates to the bus person.  

 Finally, you will be learning the “Priorities” of the job.  The things that must get done 

before anything else. This is extremely important when facing multiple tasks at the same time. 

 In the end, armed with the information contained here, a buss person will efficiently 

and confidently accomplish any challenge or task put before him without being overwhelmed.  

 

 And know this, you are an integral part of the Northwoods team. A team whose only 

mission is to provide the best dining experience for every guest. How you do your job is a big 

piece of that process we call “The Northwoods Experience”! 

 

 You can be proud to be a part of that as well! 
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Northwoods Restaurant Training 

Bussing 

To begin, we are going to look at a typical day at Northwoods from open to close. The day can be 

broken into seven sections based on the time of day:   

•  Opening 

•  Lunch Service 

•  Late Lunch Service (lull time) 

•  Dinner Service 

•  Late Dinner Service (lull time) 

•  After Dinner Hours 

•  Closing 

 

Your schedule will vary from day to day, and week to week so it is important to understand all of 

the tasks associated with the whole day. 

The easiest way to explain and organize all the tasks of the buss person is through the use of 

checklists.  As we go through the various parts of the typical day, we will be relying heavily on 

checklists to detail and organize what is expected of you. 

 

Using Northwood’s Checklists. 

 Sometimes a checklist may appear overwhelming with a lot of tasks.  You might ask your-

self," Where do I begin?”. Well, we’ve made that easy.  Our checklists have been created in a 

chronological order.  This means that we have found the “Best Practice” is to follow the checklist in 

the order it is presented top to bottom.  If you just go right down the list, checking off items as 

you go, you will get everything done in the most efficient manner.  Your manager will be expecting 

you to work the list in this manner. Granted, from time to time there can be situations that call for 

deviation, but we have found those cases to be the exception not the rule.  

 The Audio Checklist 

 For training purposes we have created an audio recording (mp3) that walks you through the 

process of some of the more complex opening procedures. This allows the busser in training to lis-

ten as he works through the tasks.  It can be accessed  from our website. 

So with that in mind, let’s get to the first section of the day.  

 Opening 

 Each day, the entire dining room, restrooms, entrances, bar area, gaming area, arcade 

room, and server area are swept and mopped. The mirrors, sinks and bathroom fixtures are 

cleaned as well.   In addition, the porch and parking lot in front of building is swept and debris 

picked up. After the cleaning there is stocking and set up.  All of this must be accomplished from 

9:00 am to 11:00 am., when we open the doors. Without a system it would be difficult to get eve-

rything done. The following checklist will allow you to get everything done and importantly done 

well.   

  

(Continued on page next page) 
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Busser Opening Tasks 

 

We have presented on the next sheet a check list of all of the things that need to be 

accomplished by the opening buss person. The list is very extensive so it is important 

to manage your time wisely when working down the list. 

 Following the checklist, there is a very detailed  “how to” explanation that allows 

for all the tasks to be done in the most efficient manner.  An mp3 version of this expla-

nation is available from our website so the new busser can listen to the instructions as 

he/she works. Ask your manager how to access this if you want to use it. 
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Opening Tasks Checklist For Bussers 

Pre-sweep 

• Do morning walk through of the restaurant   

• Re-orient booth tables 31-35 to allow for sweeping underneath 

• Put stools up on gaming room tables 

• Move chairs away from gaming machines 

• Move bar stools away from bar to access foot rail. 

Sweeping 

• Sweep men's & women bathrooms 

• Sweep under booths  

• Sweep dining room 

• Sweep arcade room  

• Sweep waiting area  

• Sweep foot rail of bar  

• Sweep area in front of bar stools  

• Sweep the area in front of coffee maker 

• Sweep under bar tables and chairs  

• Sweep area rug in gaming area 

• Sweep under tables & floor in gaming area  

• Sweep in front of gaming machines  

• Sweep server aisle E  

• Sweep bar entry and main entry  

• Return brooms and dust pan to proper storage area. 

Mopping 

• Mop foot-rail, bar and gaming room floors 

• Mop floor at wait counters 

• Mop server aisle E 

• Put yellow caution when wet sign up by ice machine 

• Change water 

• Mop dining room, arcade, waiting area, and front door floor 

• Change water with bleach water 

• Put on plastic gloves & take rag, fantastic cleaner, glass cleaner and Johnny mop (If available) to either bathroom 

• Clean all porcelain with fantastic  

• Clean toilet bowls & urinals with rag or Johnny mop (if available) 

• Mop men’s and women's room floor  

• Dunk mop several times to clean and wring thoroughly. 

• Put up mop to dry 

• Empty and rinse mop bucket. 

• Use glass cleaner to clean mirrors in bathrooms 

• Return booths, tables & chairs to proper position 

• Return bar stools to proper position. 

• Return rugs to proper position 

• Fill Ice bins at pop machines 

• If tea has been brewed, move container to service counter at bar. 

• Restock togo containers at both ends of dining room 

• Refill spray bottles for cleaning tables 

• Spray and wipe down all trash containers through out dining room 

• Take broom and dustpan out to front of building 

• Sweep all debris from porch and parking blocks 

• Replace bag of garbage can on porch if full. 
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Northwoods Restaurant Training 

Bussing\Opening 

 The following checklist is very detailed for the new employee.  It not only lists “what” 

needs to be done but also “how”. When you become completely familiar with the methods that 

we want you to use, you can move to the line by line checklist on the previous page.  Remem-

ber to follow this and all checklists from top to bottom.  

  

 References are made to the floor plan included on the following page. Take a look at it 

now as we identify some items on the floor plan: 

 1. In the top right there is a key that shows the directions North, South, East, and West.  

Make sure you get oriented to those directions before you proceed. We’ll be referring to them. 

 2. Aisles have been identified by a letter in a circle. 

 3. Positions on the floor have been identified by numbers in a square. 

 4. Memorize the table layout and numbering system.  

 

Opening Tasks & Methods For Bussers: 

PRE- SWEEPING 

Do a walk through of the restaurant looking for the following: 

 Dishes. Glasses. Etc. on tables (dining room & bar) take to dishwash area 

 Debris, trash on tables (dining room & bar) wipe from tables before sweeping 

 Re-orient booth tables 31-35 to allow for sweeping underneath 

 Put stools up on gaming room tables 

 Move chairs away from gaming machines 

 Shake out the small area rug in gaming area 

 Roll small area rug and put on on of the long tables 

 Move bar stools away from bar to access foot rail. 

SWEEPING PROCEDURES 

Sweep men's bathrooms into hallway C 

Sweep women's bathrooms into hallway C 

Sweep under booths 35-31 leave accumulation in aisle A 

Sweep under booths 21-23 leave accumulation in aisle D 

Sweep under tables and chairs 71-74 leave accumulation in aisle B 

Sweep off the two area rugs at entranceway 

Roll up the two area rugs and move to put up out of the way so you can sweep 

Sweep under tables and chairs 64,65,66,54,55,leave accumulation in aisle B 

Sweep under tables and chairs 45,46 44,43,42,41, to aisle A 

Sweep under tables and chairs 51,52,53,61,63 to aisle B 

Sweep arcade room to aisle C 

Sweep under waiting area chairs to aisle C 

(Continued on page after next page) 
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Northwoods Restaurant Training 

Bussing\Opening 

(SWEEPING PROCEDURES, continued) 

Use push broom (if available) from utility room to host station collecting piles along way 

Continue down right side of aisle B going east to aisle D and shake dust broom to form a pile 

Go back down aisle B moving west now but on the other half of aisle 

When you get to the end (by host desk) loop back with broom moving east again but in center of 

aisle to pile at aisle D 

Leave accumulation at aisle D 

Use push broom moving south down the right half of aisle D 

At the end of aisle D, loop back moving north down the other half of aisle to join pile at end of aisle 

B 

Use broom & dustpan to pick up accumulated pile 

Starting at south end of aisle D, move with push room west down right half of aisle A. 

At the end of aisle A, loop back heading east down the other half of aisle A to aisle D 

With broom and dust pan pick up the accumulated piles in aisle D. 

Sweep foot rail from around corner at north end to the south end leave pile at south end of bar. 

Sweep area in front of bar stools starting around corner at north end to the pile at south end. 

Sweep the area in front of coffee maker at south end of bar to the south bar pile. 

Starting at north end sweep under bar tables and chairs to south end pile 

Sweep under tables & floor in gaming area to south end bar pile. 

Sweep in front of gaming machines in gaming area to south end bar pile. 

Go to server aisle E by ice cream freezer and sweep west to east catching also the waitress area 

(by the computers) and ending at pile at south end of bar. 

With broom and dustpan pick up piles. 

Go to bar entry with broom and dustpan and sweep entry 

Go to main entry with broom and dustpan and sweep entry 

This completes sweeping of restaurant.  Return brooms and dust pan to proper storage area. 

Move now to mopping procedures 

 Mopping Method 

Fill mop bucket to line with hot water 

Add proper amount of recommended cleaner (pine-sole or all purpose approx 1/4 cup) 

Change mop head if needed 

Roll mop bucket to position  1  at south end of bar 

Dunk mop in water and wring out, move to furthest north corner and mop foot rail  to south end 

Move to furthest north corner and mop infront of bar stools to south end. 

Return bar stools to proper positions 

Dunk and slightly wring mop, start at north end of bar mopping floor under tables and chairs 

(Continued on page next page) 
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Northwoods Restaurant Training 

Bussing\Opening 

Dunk and wring mop, mop in front of gaming machines 

Mop under long tables and rest of floor in gaming area. 

Move mop bucket to position  2  at west end of server aisle E. 

Dunk mop and slightly wring, take mop to bar and mop from wait counter (by coffee machine) 

moving west . Catch the waitress computer area & down server aisle E back to mop bucket. 

Put yellow caution when wet sign up by ice machine 

Dunk mop several times to clean and wring dry. 

Take bucket to utility room and change out with fresh hot water and soap. 

Roll bucket to position  3  in dining room (by booth 33). 

Dunk mop & slightly wring. Begin mopping at bar entry door, mop under booths 21-23 and aisle D 

Move west on aisle A mopping the aisle and under 31,32,&33 to  mop bucket. 

Dunk and wring slightly. 

Begin at 71, 72, 73 and work your way south under tables 61,63,51,52,53,41,42,43. 

Move bucket to position  4   

Dunk and wring 

Mop under 34,35,44 and any parts missed in aisle  A 

Dunk and wring 

Begin mopping at 74 moving south to 64,65,66,54,55,45,46, &44 

Dunk and wring 

Mop arcade, the waiting area and from the entrance door south down aisle C  back to bucket 

Move bucket to position  5  by the utility room 

Mop from position  4 to position  5  to mop bucket. 

Dunk mop several times to clean and wring thoroughly 

Empty Mop bucket and rinse 

Fill half way with hot water and disinfectant (1/4 cup bleach). 

Put on plastic gloves & take rag, fantastic cleaner and Johnny mop to either bathroom 

Spray fantastic cleaner on all surfaces of toilet bowls & urinals in both bathrooms 

With rag wipe all outer surfaces of toilets and urinals 

With Johnny mop clean all toilet bowls 

Move mop bucket to aisle C by washrooms 

Dunk and wring mop 

Mop women's room floor starting at furthest point of room working toward door.  

Dunk and wring mop 

Mop men’s room floor starting at furthest point of room working toward door. 

Dunk mop several times to clean and wring thoroughly. 

Put up mop to dry 

Empty and rinse mop bucket. 

Use glass cleaner to clean mirrors in bathrooms 

This completes mopping procedure 

(Continued on page next page) 
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Northwoods Restaurant Training 

Bussing\Opening 

Return booths, tables & chairs to proper position 

Return bar stools to proper position. 

Return rugs to proper position 

Fill Ice bins at pop machines 

If tea has been brewed, move container to service counter at bar. 

Restock togo containers at both ends of dining room 

Refill spray bottles for cleaning tables 

Spray and wipe outside of trash containers through out dining room 

Take broom and dustpan out to front of building 

Starting at east end of porch, sweep all debris to west end then pick up pile with dustpan 

Empty dustpan into garbage can on porch.  Replace bag if full. 

Check for debris around and near parking lot blocks. 

Starting at east end sweep cigarette butts and debris to west end and pick up pile at end. 

This concludes busser Opening procedures 

 

Lunch Service & Dinner Service 

There is a cycle of tasks that the buss person executes over and over during our busy hours. To be 

effective, the buss person must keep on the move through out the dining room being alert to the 

changing conditions at all the tables. This is called “touring” the dining room. 

 

The basic responsibilities of the buss person during lunch and dinner service starting with the most 

important are: 

  1.  Dirty tables where guests have left 

  2.  Pre-bussing 

  3.  Taking bus tubs to dish wash area. 

  4.  Emptying garbage cans. 

  5.  Keeping floors free of debris and spills. 

  6. Making periodic checks of bathrooms. 

1.  Dirty tables where guests have left 

  The quick turning over of tables is the#1 priority for the buss person. 

  During busy hours, the “best practice” is a one stop process as follows: 

   Take a buss tub, a towel, and spray to each table 

   Clear all items from table to the buss tub (this includes trash) 

   Set tub on floor under table 

   Spray and wipe table and wipe chairs 

   Position table tents properly 

   Check for debris or napkins under table (get broom if needed) 

   Position chairs properly at table 

  Check for other dirty tables & take buss tub to them and repeat above procedure 

  Take bus tub to buss station and separate and sort items from buss tub. 

(Continued on page next page) 
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Northwoods Restaurant Training 

Bussing\Opening 

2.  Pre-bussing 

  Look for tables where guests are finished and plates can be removed.  Always  

  ask the guest if he is finished with the plate before you take it. 

  Remove completely empty beer bottles after asking first. 

3.  Taking bus tubs to dish wash area. 

  Do not wait till they are overflowing. 

  Immediately return with a replacement (there will already be plates waiting for it)

  Don’t forget the bar buss tub. 

4. Emptying garbage cans.   

  They fill up fast.  Especially the bar. 

  When time allows combine partially full cans, pull out and replace bag and run  

  bag out to cart at rear of building.  

5.  Keeping floors free of debris and spills. 

  Keep an eye out for debris, napkins, and crumbs anywhere on floor in dining  

  room and bar. Sweep or pick up as needed. 

  Clean up any spills. 

6. Make periodic checks of bathrooms. 

  Make sure there is no debris on floor, soap, and toilet paper are filled.  Tell man- 

  ager if you notice any plumbing issues. (clogged toilet, leaks, etc) 

 

 Lunch and Dinner “Lull Times” 

Day shift and night shift each have a lull time when the heat of the business has died down. 

For day shift it’s between 2pm & 5pm.  For the night shift it’s generally after 8pm. (weekends 

and holidays stretch that a little longer).   

 This is the time that we generally regroup to get ready for the next shift or next day.  

It’s also the time when employees can usually take a little break for a bite or a cigarette.  Be-

fore you do so, however, ask your manager if it is ok and tell him where you will be if he 

needs you. 

 

 (Continued on page next page) 
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Northwoods Restaurant Training 

Bussing\Opening 

 

 

 

We have created checklists for tasks during each phase of the day.  Your manager will also have 

tasks that may not be on a lists. At all times, do not forget the priorities of your job: 

 1.  Clear dishes and wipe vacated dabbles. 

  The goal is always “one stop bussing” 

 2. Pre-buss tables that have guests. 

  Ask the customer if it is ok to remove anything 

 3. Take buss tubs to dish wash area. 

  You do not have to wait until overflowing 

 4. Take garbage out or combine garbages. 

  Stay ahead of it.  Don’t forget the bar 

 5. Pick up debris from floor. 

  As you tour be aware of this.  When you clear tables watch for this.  If a high 

  chair has been used, expect to have to sweep under table.  Often times napkins  

  are under booths.  Be alert for this. 

 

Tips From The Team 

 The area below is reserved for helpful hints and suggestions from your fellow employees to 

help you do the best job you can. 

  

In random order: 

 

 Before returning high chairs or booster seats to host stand, make sue they are wiped down and clean 

first. 

 

 Day Host/Bus - Turn candles on before 4 pm to be ready for dinner service. 
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NORTHWOODS GENERAL POLICIES 
FOR ALL EMPLOYEES 

 

 
The following pages offer instructions, policies, and rules that are applicable to all 
Northwoods employees.  If you have any questions about any of this material, your 
manager will be able to answer them. 
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Uniform  
           All staff of Northwoods are expected to arrive for their shift in full uniform. 

Uniforms should be in good repair, clean and presentable. Staff should also be well 

groomed and neat and tidy. Northwoods uniform consists of the following: 

♦ Northwoods Logo Shirt, clean, wrinkle-free  

♦ Blue denim jeans, clean rolled or hemmed. NO RIPS OR 

FRAYS! 

♦ Clean gym shoes, boots or equivalent (BLACK ONLY) 

♦ Summer: Denim shorts, black shorts or khaki shorts 

 

Northwoods Hand Washing Policy 
 
 It is obvious that in the restaurant industry hygiene and proper hand washing are 

the most important things we can do to prevent the spread of germs and disease. All 

Northwoods employees are required to maintain the highest standard of cleanliness. The 

following are the proper steps to take when washing your hands. 

1.   Wet hands with warm water. 

2.   Apply a generous amount of soap. Rub hands together for at least 20 

seconds. Be sure to wash between and under finger nails, as well as  

forearms. 

3.   Rinse hands thoroughly under warm running water. 

4. Dry hands thoroughly with a clean paper towel. Dispose of paper towel. 
 

 Please be sure to turn off taps using a paper towel to prevent the spread of germs 

or any other bacteria.  

 

Staff Meals 
All employees of Northwoods are entitled to 50% off meals on days they work 

while on  shift at Northwoods (excluding certain high cost low profit items.) 

      Staff may have unlimited pop and coffee while on shift (this excludes milk products)  

           All staff must eat prior to shift, after shift or during a designated break time. At 

no time during shift should staff members be eating.  

 In the event an employee is asked by Northwoods to work a double, their meal 

for that day will be comped. This does not apply if they are working a double due to 

their own arrangements with another employee. 

 

Leaving Work 

▪    Staff members should NEVER leave the floor without letting 

management know where they are going  

▪    At the completion of a shift, it is the responsibility of the staff 

member to ensure all side duties have been completed. 

▪    Staff members must report to closing management before leaving the 

floor to be signed out. 
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Uniform and Appearance  
  
All employees of Northwoods are expected to arrive for each shift looking their best. 

This means adhering to the following: 

♦ Staff members should be clean and free from heavy colognes or scents. 

♦ Fingernails should be trimmed, clean and if polished neat and not chipped  

♦ Hair should be clean and styled. Any hair longer then shoulder length must be 

tied back. 

♦ NO hats are to be worn UNLESS they are authorized Northwoods Logo hats  

♦ All front of house staff members are to wear the logo Northwoods shirts  

♦ Staff must wear blue denim jeans free from rips or frays. In summer months, 

Front of house staff members may wear blue denim shorts or black shorts.  

♦ Shoes must be black, clean, and in good repair with a non-slip sole. No open 

toe or open back shoes are to be worn. 

 

Storing Personal Items 
 

All personal items including purses, jackets, sweaters, cell phones, bags or any 

other items must be stored out of guest’s site on shelves or coat racks designated for this 

purpose. At no time will personal items be stored on any work counters or bar counters. 

It is recommended that all personal items are left at home or in your vehicle.  North-

woods is not responsible for any personal items that are lost, stolen, or damaged while 

on the premises. 

 

Alcohol, Illegal Substances and Smoking 

 
  Alcohol 

♦ Employees may only drink at Northwoods on days off or after a scheduled 

shift, never before!! 

♦ At no point during any shift may an employee of Northwoods consume 

alcohol while on shift. This includes prior to an on call shift. 

♦ If an employee is caught consuming or under the influence of alcohol 

prior to or while on shift, it will be immediate cause for termination. 

♦ Employees must always be out of uniform when consuming alcohol. 

Drugs 

♦ If an employee is caught consuming, distributing, or under the influence of  an 

illegal substance while on shift, it will be immediate cause for termination 

Smoking 

♦ If a staff member must smoke while on shift, it must be during the designated break 

periods, or with the consent of management  

♦ The staff members station must be covered during the smoke break 

♦ Employees must always return smelling so fresh and so clean clean, and must 

always wash their hands 
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Telephone Calls 

 
   Business Calls: Staff members who are authorized to answer the phones are expected 

to be courteous and polite , Thank you for calling Northwoods  _______ speaking, how 

may I help you?”  If management is unavailable to take the call, a detailed message with 

the name, phone number, time and reason for calling must be written down.  

 Under no circumstances are staff members to take reservations. 
 

Personal Calls: At no time are staff members to make or receive phone calls 

for personal reasons while on shift. This includes cell phones, text message and 

Northwood’s phone line. 

           If there is an emergency, staff members may use the phone with the 

permission of management 

 

Cell Phones 

 
Cell phones are not allowed to be used for any reason during normal busi-

ness hours of 11am-1am except during manager approved breaks.  We have found 

that many people have developed a compulsive behavior that compels them to use, 

view, or text on their cell phones randomly and uncontrollably. If you are unable to 

comply with the rule set forth here,  we will assume that you are one of these so afflicted 

individuals and you may be requested to remove your device from the premises so as 

not to be tempted nor distracted by it.   

 

Schedule, Time Off, Breaks and Employee Absence 

 
Schedule: 

Northwoods will post bi-weekly employee schedules . Employees are expected to 

know their schedule in advance of their shift. Generally the average length of server 

shift will be 5-6 hours, unless otherwise specified. All shifts are subject to alteration or 

cancellation based on management discretion and volume of sales. 

At no time may a staff member switch a shift with someone else without consent 

from management. 

 

Time off: 

All requests off must be presented in writing to management by at least the Mon-

day  before the schedule is created. Employees must remember book offs are by request 

only and may not always granted, especially during busier seasons or holidays. 
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Breaks:  

           Every staff member is entitled to two 15 minute breaks per 5+hour shift. Breaks 

must be taken during slow periods (i.e. one before dinner service and one after prior to 

cocktailing). Breaks must also be approved by your shift manager.  

 Before taking a break employees must communicate any pertinent information to 

whoever is covering the station or section during the absence. (34 has finished dinner 

and are sipping on their drinks, keep an eye on them in case they would like their 

check”). 

 

Employee Absence:  

           If an employee must be absent from a shift for any reason, it is the responsibility 

of the employee to cover their shift. Employees must call at the earliest possible moment 

to notify management of absence. Text message or e- mail will not be considered a form 

of notification. 

           In the event an employee must miss a shift due to illness, a doctor note must be 

brought in on the next scheduled shift. 

Failure to show up for a scheduled shift without documentation will result in 

suspension and possible termination of employment. 

 

Payroll 

 
  It is the responsibility of all staff members to ensure they sign in at the beginning 

of a shift and have management sign them out at the end of each shift. Failure to sign 

in or out will result in non payment of the hours in question until the following payroll.  

           Payroll occurs each week on Wednesdays. Paychecks will be available for pick 

up after 2:00 pm. 

In order for payroll to be properly processed the following information must be 

submitted to management. 

✓ Current mailing address  

✓ Social Insurance Number  

✓ Home telephone number  

✓ Birth date 
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Employee Agreement 

 

NAME:________________________________________ 

 

Date:__________________________________________ 

 

I acknowledge and understand that as a condition of my employment at North-

woods  I may not request vacation time between the Dates of March 1st and 

March 17th______ 

 

I acknowledge that breaks must be taken during less busy times of the shift. 

(Before or after Lunch and Dinner service) Break periods are to be determined by 

the shift manager (Preferably 15 minutes before and 15 minutes after service).   

____ 

 

I have read and understand Northwoods scheduling and call off policy procedures   

____ 

 

I have read, understand and agree to comply with the rules and instructions in the 

employee package I have received.  I also understand that failure to comply with 

the rules in this package may result in my release of employment from North-

woods     ____ 

 

Your employment with Northwoods Hearty Home Cookin’ & Saloon is “at will”. 

This means that your employment is for an undefined period of time and as long 

as we do not violate any of your legal rights and we adhere to all applicable laws, 

your employment is subject to termination by you or Northwoods Hearty Home 

Cookin’ & Saloon, with or without cause, with or without notice, and at any time. 

 

 

By your signature below, you acknowledge your understanding that your employ-

ment with Northwoods Hearty Home Cookin’ & Saloon is at will, and that noth-

ing in this handbook is intended to constitute a contract of employment, express 

or implied. 

  

_____________________________________ 

Employee Printed Name 

  

_____________________________________ Date _________________ 

Employee Signature 


